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Analysis of encoded data from the Scole experiment
William C. Treurniet, July, 2013

Summary. During several sittings in the Scole physical mediumship experiment, audio signals were recorded 
from a special decoder designed by the sitters' spirit team. The audio contained sequences of pulses said to 
encode messages from a “very far dimension”. The recordings from each of two sittings were processed and 
analyzed as image data. The inter-pulse interval was relatively constant, and each pulse was taken to represent a 
pixel value proportional to the height of the pulse. The resulting sequence of pixel values was displayed as a 
rectangular image. The image from each sitting contained a bar pattern with an orientation that varied with 
image width. At image widths that were multiples of the bar width, the orientation of the bar pattern was not 
vertical as expected. The orientation could be made exactly vertical only by deleting pixels at periodic intervals. 
The period was slightly different for the two recording sessions. Novel properties of a communications channel 
were proposed to explain the insertion of the extraneous data. A signal might encounter such channel properties 
as it crosses two vibrating realm boundaries in frequency space.

Introduction
The Scole experiment on physical mediumship took place from 1993 to 1998 in Scole, England. The core group 
of four people met as often as twice a week. Robin Foy, one of the sitters, documented each of the sittings in the 
book, Witnessing the Impossible. The book was reviewed and extensively summarized by the author in an on-
line article. 

The group was introduced to a special “Trans-dimensional Communications” device (or TDC) by a spirit team 
member said to be the deceased Thomas Edison. The device is described here and here, including schematic 
diagrams of its construction. An important feature is a germanium crystal that optimizes reception of spirit  
communication “on a one-to-one basis with remote and distant dimensions.” The device was general purpose as 
it received voice, music, and also information encoded as a series of clicks. The sitters were informed by the 
spirit team that the latter were messages “composed of pulses, which were actually around us 24 hours a day, 
every day. They came from a very far dimension, and had been amplified through the germanium device” (Foy, 
2008, p. 425).

The encoded information received as a train of clicks was heard in 1997 during the sessions of July 14, 16, 20, 
and 22. The data received on July 14 was said to be two messages intertwined, so it is perceived to be of lesser 
value. The possibility that the data was Morse code was rejected, but no other interpretation has been suggested. 
Robin Foy shared the recordings from the July 16 and 20 sessions with the author, and each were processed and 
analyzed in the same way. 

Audio processing
Each session recording was digitized at 44100 Hz as an audio file. The clicks, which sound like fast typing on a 
mechanical typewriter, were clearly audible but embedded in considerable background noise. Figure 1 shows a 
sample of the original audio recording. 

http://scoleexperiment.com/
http://www.thescoleexperiment.com/s_files_13.htm
http://robinsphysicalphenomena.webs.com/thetdcdevice.htm
http://www.treurniet.ca/psi/WTIAnalysis.htm
http://www.treurniet.ca/psi/WTIAnalysis.htm
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Figure 1. A sample of the original audio recording

Much of this noise was removed by hi-pass filtering and by subtraction of the noise spectrum. Figure 2 shows a 
sample of the resulting audio data, and the clicks are now clearly visible. The levels of the clicks are quite 
variable, with some reduced almost to the level of the remaining noise. The following describes the steps taken 
to arrive at a meaningful interpretation of the clicks.

Figure 2. A sample of audio after noise removal

An autocorrelation analysis took an arbitrary 1-sec sample from near the beginning of the audio, and correlated it 
with successive overlapping 1-sec samples of the rest of the audio. Figure 3 shows a piece of the resulting 
autocorrelation function. The figure shows that the correlation spiked  at equidistant intervals. The interval 
between spikes was the same as the shortest time between adjacent clicks in the original audio. This suggests 
that the time between successive clicks was the same whenever there were clicks. By inspection, larger gaps 
separating adjacent clicks had a duration that were integer multiples of the basic interval shown by the 
autocorrelation. It seems that the sender decided to send a pulse, or not to send a pulse, at fixed intervals. 

Figure 3. A sample of the audio autocorrelation function.
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The clicks in the audio were not well localized because of ringing in the electronic circuitry, so the exact location 
of a click was hard to quantify accurately. In order to convert the clicks to numeric values by computer, the 
computer needs to identify unambiguously the positions of the clicks and to differentiate them from the 
surrounding noise. Most of the uncertainty regarding position was removed by calculating the envelope of the 
audio using the Hilbert transform as shown in Figure 4. The clicks are better defined and more amenable to 
further processing to convert automatically to a numeric format.

Figure 4. A sample of the clicks in the computed audio envelope.

The presence or absence of a pulse in the envelope could be interpreted as a decision to send a binary 1 or 0. 
However, treating each spike in the envelope data as a binary value may be more limiting than intended by the 
sender. There may be additional useful information in the varying heights of the pulses. Each pulse may 
represent the grey level of an image pixel. 

The duration of the longest uninterrupted sequence of clicks was 10.3 minutes in the July 16 data and 4.8 
minutes in the July 20 data. These audio sample were extracted from the original files and the noise was 
removed as described. The sampling rate was changed to 8000 Hz to reduce the amount of data to process, and 
the envelopes of the audio were computed. The average time interval between successive pulses was observed to 
be 85.5 msec. The intervals rarely deviated from this value by more than 0.5 percent, with an occasional 
deviation up to 3 percent.

Decoding the data
 We do not know what the data is intended to represent. We humans encode characters in text messages 
using standardized digital encoding schemes such ASCII. However, it is unlikely that a message received 
from extraterrestrials would use an earth-bound coding scheme. Further, the sender is unlikely to know 
any of our languages. It is more likely that the data represents an image if we assume that the sender also 
experiences a spatial domain somewhere. 

Since the pulses in the envelope are placed at multiples of a fixed interval, long gaps do not interfere with 
the predicted position of the next pulse. The height of a pulse found at or near a predicted location can be 
taken to represent the brightness of an image pixel in a greyscale image.

The size of the image is not given, so that was investigated empirically. Special-purpose software was 
written to view the data as an image. The width of the image could be incremented or decremented with 
the click of a button, and the range from 1 to 200 pixels was examined.
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Conversion to pixel brightness
Pulses in the data were initially treated as binary values in order to predict and fine-tune the position of 
successive pulses. In Figure 4, for example, the first two pulses are separated by the base interval, so each 
would represent a 1. The following gap is three times the base interval in width, so there are two unfilled 
positions in that gap. Each of these would represent a 0.

The interval between the successive times when a pixel value was represented was 85.5 msec. There were some 
small variations around this interval, and a deviation window of plus or minus 6.25 msec at each predicted 
location was examined to find the exact location of the pulse.  The following algorithm describes how the 
envelope data was converted to integer values. 

1. Look for the first pulse above a threshold after the beginning of the data, set an anchor at this position, 
and save the height of the pulse.

2. Move ahead 85.5 msec from the anchor position and look for another pulse inside the deviation window 
centred on this new position. 

3. If the height of the pulse is above the threshold, set the anchor to the position of the pulse, else leave it at 
the predicted position.

4. Save the height of the pulse at the anchor position.

5. Go to Step 2. 

The height of each pulse was compressed by taking the logarithm of its value, which was then scaled so that the 
maximum value corresponded to the brightest possible pixel. The scaled pixel values were displayed row-by-row 
as a rectangular image on the computer screen. The width of the image was easily incremented or decremented 
by pressing a button on the display. The most interesting results were non-random patterns of bars in the images 
with orientations that varied with image width.

Figure 5. Pattern of bars in the images (Left - July 16 session, Right - July 20 session)

The existence of the bars means that the pixel values in the dataset are not independent. That is, the value of a 
pixel at one point in the data set helps to predict the value at other points. Examples from the two sessions where 
the bars are almost vertical are shown in Figure 5. In this figure, the width of the image is 43 pixels. A deviation 
from the vertical is expected for this image width, but it should have been much greater. An artificial example 
shows why this is so. 
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Figure 6. Changes in orientation when the width of the centre image is decreased 
by one pixel (left) or increased by one pixel (right).

In Figure 5, each individual bar and gap appears to be about 6 pixels wide. The centre pattern in Figure 6 
approximately simulates the bar pattern in Figure 5 by using a repeating sequence of three pixels off and 
three pixels on for an image width of 36 pixels – an integer multiple of the bar width. Figure 6 shows that 
the vertical bar pattern changes its orientation when the width of the image is decreased (left pattern) or 
increased by one pixel (right pattern). This occurs because the width is no longer an integer multiple of 
the bar pattern 'wavelength', and the pixels are shifted successively to the right or left in each row of the 
image. Notice that the change in slope due to the change in image width is significantly more than that 
seen in Figure 5. 

Figure 7. The smaller slant produced by deleting (left) or adding (right) a pixel 
value at the end of every tenth row.

If not a discordant image width, what could account for the rather small deviation from the vertical seen 
in Figure 5? The orientation should be exactly vertical for image widths that are multiples of the bar 
width, or else deviate much more than it does. We can cause the centre bar pattern in Figure 6 to slant a 
small amount by systematically removing or inserting data values. When a  pixel value was added or 
deleted at the end of every 10th row (every 360th pixel) before displaying the image, the slopes shown in 
Figure 7 were much more like those seen in Figure 5. This suggests that similar insertions or deletions 
corrupted the data received during the Scole sittings. Further, the modifications to the data must have 
been continuous and periodic for the slanted bars to remain relatively straight.  

Figure 8 shows the received patterns from the July 16 session data that correspond to the widths of the 
three simulated patterns in Figure 6 (35, 36, and 37 pixels).  
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Figure 8. Patterns with widths of 35, 36, and 37 pixels (left to right).

Although the patterns are noisy, the bar orientations are clearly different from those in the simulated 
images in Figure 6. The centre pattern is more like the right pattern in Figure 7, suggesting that the centre 
image is a combination of a transmitted vertical bar pattern with pixels somehow added to the image 
during transmission. If so, removing those additional pixels should restore the original vertical bar 
pattern. This was investigated empirically by removing pixels at periodic intervals and observing the 
effect on bar orientation.
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Figure 9. Corrected patterns with widths of 35, 36, and 37 pixels (left to right).

Figure 9 shows the same data from the July 16th session as Figure 8 but with every 46th pixel deleted. This 
was done by multiplying the integer index of the data array by 0.9784 and truncating back to an integer. 
At certain periodic intervals, two adjacent indices were the same, and the second associated data value 
replaced the first, effectively deleting it. This operation restored the presumed orientations of the original 
patterns simulated in Figure 6.   

Similar results were obtained for all other image widths that are multiples of six pixels.  The July 20th 
session differed slightly from the July 16th session in that the best vertical orientation appeared when the 
index multiplier was 0.9760, causing every 41st pixel to be deleted. This change of only 0.15 percent was 
nonetheless required to minimize the detectable deviation from the vertical.

Discussion
A skeptic of physical mediumship phenomena would be quick to say that the signal detected by the TDC device 
was generated by a man-made process somewhere on earth, and that there is no need to believe the spirit voices 
who say that it came from a “far dimension”. But the systematic distortion found in the data is undeniable and 
makes finding even a conventional explanation difficult. 
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The image of vertical bars might suggest that the data was sent by an intelligence of some kind as a 
communication test pattern. For example, it is possible that the TDC device coincidentally detected earthly 
electromagnetic signals intended for another human purpose entirely. But why on earth would anyone add the 
observed non-random distortion? It was not superimposed like analogue noise on the signal, but was periodically 
inserted into the digital data stream. It is not likely that a sender would purposely distort the signal in such a way 
before it was sent. 

A proposed communication channel mechanism
Perhaps an unusual property of the communications channel was responsible for periodically delaying the signal. 
If the proper timing were maintained, the delays would appear consistent with extra elements in the data stream. 
Let's suppose that the signal recorded by the Scole group had to pass through a communication channel that 
included two filters with special properties. Each filter has a permeability to the signal that varies as a square 
wave pattern. Further, the frequencies of the two square waves differ by a small amount. Permeability is high 
during the positive phase of each square wave cycle, and low during the negative phase. Therefore, the channel 
is open to the signal only when the two waves of permeability are simultaneously positive. We will call this the 
joint positivity pattern. 

When the frequencies of the two square waves differ by a specific small amount, the joint positivity pattern has 
the desired channel properties. That is, it has a series of equally spaced pulses separated periodically by a gap 
that is approximately twice the width of the distance between the pulses. These conditions were found with two 
square waves with 50% duty cycles having frequencies of 11.20 Hz and 11.46 Hz, respectively. Figure 10 shows 
approximately 12 sec of the resulting joint positivity pattern containing the required gaps and gap periodicity.

Figure 10. Square wave joint positivity pattern (f1=11.20 Hz, f2=11.46 Hz)

In this scenario, a signal pulse was received by the TDC device only when the pattern shown in Figure 10 was 
high; that is, when both filters were in the positive phase of their cycles. The gap in the received sequence of 
pulses was interpreted initially as part of the signal and assigned a value of zero. The mean of the square wave 
frequencies of 11.33 Hz is close to the measured signal pulse rate of 11.3 Hz. Furthermore, the separation of 43 
pulses between successive gaps in the joint positivity pattern corresponds closely to every 41st or 46th  data 
position that was eliminated to restore the received bar patterns to vertical. Therefore, the effect of this 
transmission channel seems to adequately account for the recorded data rate and the observed digital distortions.
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The communications channel
The mechanism proposed to account for the nature of the data received via the TDC device is only an abstraction 
so far. The two filters oscillating with square wave patterns would need to have some kind of implementation in 
reality. Hints about the nature of this implementation are given in comments by Edwin, a member of the Scole 
spirit team as reported by Robin Foy in Witnessing the Impossible.  

According to Foy, Edwin told the sitters, “The unusual messages were composed of pulses, which were actually 
around us 24 hours a day, every day. They came from a very far dimension, and had been amplified through the 
germanium device. The 'Morse Code' style communications ... (was) a system of pulse communications from far-
distant dimensions, consisting of pulses with long and short lengths. We were told that this form of contact was 
establishing a permanent 'bridgehead'. ... This method would make it easier in the long term to establish brand 
new kinds of connections” (p. 425-426).

The pulses were said to be a form of natural radiation that is always around us. But the coordinated pulses of the 
unspecified radiation came, not from our physical universe, but from a “very far dimension”. The latter has the 
flavour of the spirit and astral realms, and we may be justified in referring to the “far dimension” as a realm as 
well. So the communication was sent from a source realm, RS, and was received by a destination realm, RD. Of 
course, RD would be our familiar physical realm. The oscillating nature of a filter in the communications channel 
would then be a property of a realm boundary.

The rudimentary physics of the energetic realms is examined in Treurniet and Hamden (2013) in the chapter 
“The energetic environment”. The discussion is based on information primarily provided by a member of the 
extraterrestrial Zeta race speaking through the medium, Paul Hamden. Fundamentally, everything is energy and 
there is no separation except as a function of frequency. Consciousness underlies all, and thoughts create objects 
by organizing the energy into patterns that are interpreted by consciousness as the desired objects. A realm is an 
object, so its boundary also exists because a consciousness has thought it into existence. 

The following are excerpts from interviews with the Zeta that are particularly relevant for understanding the 
nature of realms.

Interviewer: In a universe where there are only frequencies, how are objects distinguished?

Zeta: As they are represented in matter for the things that are of matter and for things that are of a non-matter 
state, they are defined by their frequency.

Interviewer: Do things have form in this energetic space?

Zeta: No, they are very fluid.

Interviewer: The spirit realm, does it have a shape?

Zeta: Its borders are defined by its frequency.

Interviewer: You described an object as a waveform, and this waveform then would consist of multiple 
frequencies?

Zeta: Yes, of course, but between each boundary or realm as you would say, there are delineating frequencies 
that are conjoining.

Interviewer: What does a conjoined frequency mean?

Zeta: It means to us that it is in resonation, so if two entities are to come together, two different frequencies, then 
the frequencies of the two entities must change so they can be conjoined and resonate together.

Zeta: These “realms” that you describe are one of illusion, let this be stated at the outset. There are no defined 
boundaries between all of those states, as if some doorway existed between realms or dimensions. These 
energetic realms are actually divided only by the actual waveform's ability to move into and out of the energetic 
area. Does this then limit what waveform can move where? Yes. These barriers are needed for many reasons. As 

http://www.treurniet.ca/psi/A_Primer_of_the_Zeta_Race_Ed2.pdf
http://scoleexperiment.com/
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each waveform or energetic being think within their confines, so they are.

Zeta: Do you understand bleeding one colour into another? It is a transitional process, like from one place to 
another. This is an example of two energetic realms, the spirit realm and the realms we come from.

Zeta: There is no imbalance in energy between realms.

From this discussion, we understand that a realm is not defined as a place in 3-D space. Rather, it is defined by 
multiple conjoined vibrations of an energy. The boundary of a realm is simply a region in frequency space that 
cannot conjoin with an entity who is also defined in terms of multiple frequency resonations. So a boundary for 
one entity may not be a boundary for another. 

The Zeta describes the boundaries between realms as a transitional process, like one colour bleeding into 
another. This is an apt analogy, since it conveys the impression of a change in frequency, and different realms 
have different frequencies. He also says that “between each boundary or realm as you would say, there are 
delineating frequencies that are conjoining”. This means that the frequencies of one boundary may conjoin with 
the frequencies of another boundary. Perhaps such conjoining defines the meaning of the word “adjacent” in 
frequency space.  

Suppose that the boundary of realm RS is defined by a square wave with frequency 11.46 Hz, while the boundary 
of our realm RD is defined by a similar waveform with frequency 11.2 Hz. When they conjoin, even as a simple 
summation, they would produce a joint positivity pattern as displayed in Figure 10. Since “there is no imbalance 
in energy between realms”, both realm boundaries should be equally permeable to a signal. Information would 
pass through the realm boundaries at the optimal times indicated in the joint positivity pattern. To be detected, 
the signal passing through our realm boundary would create a momentary change in the complex frequency 
pattern defining our realm. This perturbation would conjoin with the germanium crystal in the TDC device and 
generate a signal for the recorder.

The Scole sitters were told by the spirit team that the energy of the pulses is normally always around us, but that 
the pulses emitted by the TDC device originated  in “a very far dimension”.  If this energy is always around us, 
we may already be aware of it. Perhaps we know it as gravity. Some theorists (e.g., see here) have speculated 
that gravity is shared by multiple dimensions such as those proposed in the as yet untested string theory.  That 
gravity pulses might be used for communication was discovered by Hodowanec  as discussed in Nelson (1998).  
Hodowanec claimed to have received messages from an extraterrestrial source with a gravity wave detector of 
his own design. Perhaps the TDC device and the Hodowanec detector are different technologies for detecting 
enhanced pulses of gravity.

The origin of gravity is not well understood, and the present research suggests a novel cause – the interactions 
between realms. Realm boundary dynamics may cause continuous perturbations of the underlying frequency 
representation of our space-time, and these may cause the attraction between masses that we call gravity. 

Conclusion
The sitters in the Scole seance in 1997 were told that “this form of contact was establishing a permanent 
'bridgehead'. Soon, other types of communication would be brought in along the same channels” (Foy, 
2008, p. 426). The received messages went some way towards that objective by establishing that the 
communication mode was visual, and by providing us with the opportunity to understand how to decode 
future messages from this source. But more than that, it allowed us to infer some properties of the 
communications channel. These properties were consistent with a non-spatial foundation of existence – 
one based on the resonation of frequencies of energy analogous to holographic cosmological models that 
have been suggested (e.g., see Talbot, 1991). As indicated by information from extraterrestrials, such 
models are consistent with multiple realms of existence, one of which may well have been the source of 
the message.

http://www.rexresearch.com/1hodorhys/hodomars.htm
http://www.rexresearch.com/1hodomars/hodomars.htm
http://www.rexresearch.com/1hodoindx.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory
http://www.lbl.gov/Science-Articles/Archive/multi-d-universe.html
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